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BNSMs messengers: rare, but bright & loud



The picture emerging from theory

Annual Reviews of Nuclear and Particle Science 
Radice, SB, Perego [ https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.03863 ]

GERG Collection on Binary Neutron Star mergers
SB [ https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.03863 ]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.03863
https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.03863
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.07898


Plan of the talks/lectures

1. What can we learn from GWs?

2. What can we learn from remnants and EMs signalt?



From: https://www3.mpifr-bonn.mpg.de/staff/pfreire/NS_masses.html

Neutron stars and the mass-radius diagram

Tolmann-Oppenheimer-Volkoff (TOV) equations

https://www3.mpifr-bonn.mpg.de/staff/pfreire/NS_masses.html


[Godzieba+ 2020]

● GR & Causality
● No EOS assumptions
● ~2M phenomenological EOS 

Maximum mass (under minimal assumptions)

Rhoades & Ruffini Phys. Rev. Lett. 32, 324 – 1974   Mmax<~ 3.2Mo

https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.10999


The BNSM GW spectrum
SB+ [https://arxiv.org/abs/1504.01764] 
Breschi,SB+ [https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.11418] 
Breschi,SB+ [https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.09112]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1504.01764
https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.11418
https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.09112




T.Damour 1981



[Hinderer 2007, Damour&Nagar 2009a, Binnington&Poisson 2009] 

Tidal polarizability coefficients



Hamiltonian
(Newtonian limit):

Waveform:

Tidal coupling constant (Analogous to the reduced tidal parameter Λ  [Favata 2013])



Hamiltonian
(Newtonian limit):

Waveform:

Key point: No other binary parameter (mass, radii, etc) enter separately the formalism at LO

Tidal coupling constant (Analogous to the reduced tidal parameter Λ  [Favata 2013])



Merger parametrization (aka quasiuniversality)
● How to interpret numerical-relativity (NR) data?
● Y-axis: simulation results from multi-orbit NR 

simulations with different EOS, masses, mass-
ratio, spins, etc.

● X-axis: tidal coupling constant (plus effective 
correction for very asymmetric binaries)

● Tidal coupling constant captures strong-field 
features to high precision!
SB+ (2014) [https://arxiv.org/abs/1402.6244]

● Why useful? 
○ Lower bounds for energy, angular momentum, 

radiated to merger (at the end of chirp)
○ GW merger frequency/amplitude 

(not predicted by post-Newtonian methods)
○ Peak luminosity and upper bounds for 

remnant's energy, ang.momentum, etc. 
[Zappa,SB+ (2017)]

 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1402.6244


Tides

Chirp mass



GW170817 inference of tidal parameters

Gamba, Breschi, SB+ [https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.08467]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.08467


GW170817 inference of tidal parameters
Gamba, Breschi, SB+ [https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.08467]

GW NS radius measurement: 
R1.4 =12.5+1.1

−1.8km

NB Tidal effects are the signature of matter in the 
inspiral GWs. The tidal polarizability parameters (a 
multipolar set of each star) are the physical quantities 
that can be inferred from these GW observations.

Other parameters can be constrained by further 
assuming specific EOS, various EOS parametrizations, 
etc. and computing them as functions of tidal 
polarizability parameters (either from actual EOS data or 
via EOS-insensive/quasi universal relations*). This is 
extensively studied in literature with several variations 
on the main theme.

For example, the use of a EOS-insensitive relations built 
with ~2M parametrized EOS with minimal assumptions 
(and allowinf 1st order EOS with  phase transitions) leads 
to

https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.08467


Summary /1
● Circularized BNS coalescences differ from black holes because of tidal effects

● Matter (cold EOS) effects are encoded in the tidal polarizability parameters

● Tidal interactions are short range → high-frequency effect on the GWs

● Tidal polarizability parameters can be measured using standard matched filtering 
techniques and waveform templates

● Any other parameter can be inferred using EOS parametrizations and/or NS equilibra 
in GR

● Current constraints not much constraining … but more observations to come!

● Watch out: waveform systematics



Post-merger detection with 3G
Breschi,SB+ [https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.09112]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.09112


Post-merger parametrization

● Merger parametrization can be extended to 
postmerger frequencies

● Basic reason: efficiency of early postmerger GW 
emission. GW energy emitted in short time at 
f ~ const = 2x rotation (No discrete freqs!)
SB+ [https://arxiv.org/abs/1512.06397]

● Other, similar proposals, see work by 
Bauswein+, Hotokezaka+, Stergioulas+, 
Takami+, ...

 

Breschi+ [https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.11418]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1512.06397
https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.11418


EOS-insensitive/“quasi-universal” relations

Breschi, SB+ [https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.09112 ]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.09112


NB The choice of parametrization matters!



Full-spectrum constraints on M-R diagram
● Full-spectrum (mock) analysis using ET 

@ minimum SNR threshold for a PM 
detection

● NS maximum density to 15% and 
maximum mass to 12% (90% conf. 
Lev.) using direct quasiuniversal relation

● Hits theoretical uncertainty, i.e. not 
possible to do better

● Recalibration parameters: account for 
theoretical uncertainties in EOS-
insensitive rel.

Breschi, SB+ [https://arxiv.org/abs/2110.06957] 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2110.06957


GW constraints on NS’s extreme matter

Full-spectrum (mock) analysis using Einstein Telescope sligthly above the minimum SNR threshold for a PM detection
New quasi-universal (EOS-insensitive) relation for the maximum density of an equilibrium NS
NS maximum density to 15% and maximum mass to 12% (90% confidence level)

Breschi,SB+ [https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.09112]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.09112


EOS softness at extreme densities

Radice, SB+ [ https://arxiv.org/abs/1612.06429 ]

Hyperons’ softening

NB There are several other examples in the literature: 
the specific mechanism (phase transitions, etc) is not relevant, the effect is conceptually 
analogous (EOS softening/stiffening with impact on the remnant’s compactness and stability)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1612.06429


EOS softness at extreme densities

Breschi, SB+ [ https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.11418]
See also Radice, SB+ [ https://arxiv.org/abs/1612.06429 ]

GW peak frequency model for hadronic EOS

Hyperons’ softnening

https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.11418
https://arxiv.org/abs/1612.06429


Caveats...

Breschi+ [https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.11418] 
Breschi+ [https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.09979]
Breschi+ [https://arxiv.org/abs/2301.09672]

● Usually small “window” of binary 
parameters (EOS dependent)

● f2 or collapse time? Morphology! The 
specific parameter is not relevant

● Uncertainties in quasi-universal relations 
must be incorporated in the analysis (e.g. 
recalibration parameters)

● A practical procedure to unambiguously 
detect  these effects is NOT know (and 
difficult to establish). At best one can detect 
a deviation from the assumed model (no 
proof of a physical effect). 

All these type of experiments are proofs of 
principle, establishing only the sensitivity 
of the instruments to these physical effects.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.11418
https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.09979
https://arxiv.org/abs/2301.09672


3G (ET) sensitivity to thermal EOS effects

Fields+ [ https://arxiv.org/abs/2302.11359 ] 

Microphysical EOS w/ different effective nucleon masses
→ specific heat increases, thermal pressure support reduces
→ the remnants become colder and more compact 

How to actually detect this?

https://arxiv.org/abs/2302.11359


Summary /2
● NS remnants emit GW in the kiloHertz (postmerger Gws)

● Full-spectrum analyses can increase the constraints on the mass-radius diagram

● Postmerger GWs are influenced by the hot matter and high(er than original binary stars) densities …

● … in principle different EOS aspects can be probed: new d.o.f., (various) phase transitions, thermal 
effects, etc.

● 3G detectors are sensitive to these effects! (for high SNR events)

● However: 

1) observations need modeling (use quasi-universal relations) 

2) no unambiguous procedure to actually measure and identify the effect

● No detection so far

● Watch out: use & abuse of quasi-universal relations



The picture emerging from theory

Annual Reviews of Nuclear and Particle Science 
Radice, SB, Perego [ https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.03863 ]

GERG Collection on Binary Neutron Star mergers
SB [ https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.03863 ]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.03863
https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.03863


Black-hole prompt collapse, equal-mass BNSMs

Kashyap+ [https://arxiv.org/abs/2111.05183] 

Hotokezaka+ [https://arxiv.org/abs/1105.4370]
Bauswein+ [https://arxiv.org/abs/1307.5191] 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2111.05183
https://arxiv.org/abs/1105.4370
https://arxiv.org/abs/1307.5191


Inferring prompt collapse from inspiral GW

Agathos, Zappa, SB+ [https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.05442]

● Two methods, w/ NR-based PC criteria (consistent 
results)

– EOS inference + Threshold mass

– Tidal parameter + Λ-Threshold 
● GW170817: quantitatively support the “mainstream” 

interpretation of counterparts

Margalit&Metzger [https://arxiv.org/abs/1710.05938] 

● GW190425 (M~3.4Mo): 

PGW190425(prompt collapse) ~ 97%

LVC [https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.01761]

PGW170817(prompt collapse|M<1.97) < 10%

https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.05442
https://arxiv.org/abs/1710.05938
https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.01761


Black-hole prompt collapse, unequal masses

Collapse threshold depends Nuclear incompressibility of matter at max densities
Perego+  [https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.05864] 

Accretion-induced prompt collapse : tidal disruption and massive disks → EM loud!
SB+ [ https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.06015 ]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.05864
https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.06015


Summary /3
● Prompt BH collapse can inform on the maximum TOV mass, Mmax

– Indirectly: from inspiral GWs and theory (simulation) results

– Directly: from a non-detection of postmerger GWs (model selection)
● Note: current astrophysics constraints from Mmax (pulsars) are strong constraints for 

the nuclear EOS; GW might add/improve over those. 

● Watch out: unequal masses binaries and tidal disruption cases; interesting physics to 
be explored ...



NS-BH collisions (1974) Decompression of 
cold neutron star matter

D. Schramm, J. Lattimer, D. Eichler, T. Piran, 
F. Thielemann, S. Rosswog and many others

Unbound mass (baryons) 
m~0.001-0.01M

Mass ejecta & nucleosynthesis

Radioactive heating 
& thermalization 

( -decays, 𝛽
𝛼-decays, fission)

See Metzger Review

KILONOVA

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs41114-017-0006-z


Dynamical ejecta

Radice+ [https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.11161] 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.11161


Dynamical ejecta



Spiral-wave wind

~100 ms 3D ab-inito evolutions with microphysics, neutrino transport and turbulent viscosity

[Nedora, SB+  https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.04872 ]

Timescale > 10s postmerger
Mass ~ 0.005 - 0.01Mo

[Movie]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.04872
movie.gif


Remnant evolution on viscous timescale

[Radice, Perego, SB, Zhang MNRAS  2018]
[Nedora, SB+ https://arxiv.org/pdf/2008.04333]

● Angular momentum (“super-Keplerian) and 
mass in excess

● Evolution governed by neutrino cooling and 
viscous processes (magnetic turbulence & 
stresses, neutrino heating, etc)

● Nuclear recombination → Massive winds

[Siegel+ 2014][Perego+ 2014]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2008.04333


Discs around NS and BH remnants

Electron fraction

- Winds from discs: Lee+ 2009, Fernandez+ 2013, Metzger+ 2014, Siegel+ 2014, ... , Fujibaiashi+, Kiuchi+ 2020
- Disc masses can be estimated from the reduced tidal parameter Λ  (EOS-insensitive relation) [Radice,Perego+ 2018]
 

Perego, SB, Radice [ https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.07898 ] 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.07898


AT2017gfo & targeted simulations

Need at least two components high/low opacities (tentatively ~ dynamical ejecta+ winds ?)
Spherical two-component models are incompatibile with NR ejecta

Dynamical 
ejecta

w/ Spiral-
wave wind

Disc wind
(upper limit)



AT2017gfo requires disk formation, 
and thus constrains the reduced tidal parameter 



      

Joint analyses to maximize science output 

Radice,Perego,Zappa,SB [ https://arxiv.org/abs/1711.03647 ]

simulations

waveform modeling

https://arxiv.org/abs/1711.03647


AT2017gfo Bayesian inference

 Bayesian model selection: 3-components + anisotropic models preferred 
 Breschi+ [https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.01201]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.01201


Constraints on EOS after GW170817

NS radius measurement w/ NICER
R1.4 = 12.3+0.7

−0.7km

Breschi+ [https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.01201] NS radius GW170817+AT2017gfo
R1.4 = 12.2+0.5

−0.5km

https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.01201


Summary /4
● Multi-messenger (joint) observations of GW+EM can improve EOS constraints 

● Example: kilonova 

– Produced by neutron-rich mass ejection (notably remnant winds)

– Light curves and spectra can (to some extend) be connected to binary 
parameters (= GWs parameters) → 

– Joint inference and complementary information
● Current constraints not much constraining … but more observations to come!

● Watch out: this program requires detailed understanding of multi-scale ad multi-
physics processes→ simulations, atomic/nuclear input and observations should 
progress together

multi-messenger relativistic astrophysics is multi-disciplinary !



Backup slides



Numerical relativity in a nutshell



GR formulations and Cauchy problem 
+ hydrodynamics & radiation

Numerical relativity in a nutshell

Coordinate systems, horizons, and 
singularities

High-performance computing
(hardware for exascale computing)

Numerics for nonlinear PDEs
Adaptive mesh for multiscale simulations



Public data release

CoRe www.computational-relativity.org

http://www.computational-relativity.org/
https://core-gitlfs.tpi.uni-jena.de/core_database
https://zenodo.org/communities/nrgw-opendata/?page=1&size=20
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